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Curriculum Vitae

As a soft skill trainer, facilitator and engineer, Thorsten Ohler offers individual trainings, workshops and visualizations since 2013 on www.chartflipper.de. In 2020 we’re looking forward to offering a professional presentation training by chartflipper.de for the fifth time after a few year break at Haaßsummer School.

Research specializations

- Presentation and Facilitation Techniques
- Creativity and Problem-solving Techniques
- Facilitation and Group Facilitation
- Visualization Techniques

Course description

Interactive workshop with lots of practice, video feedback and individual tips, such as:

- How to structure a presentation
- How to boost your charts
- How to engage everyone in the audience
- How to improve your standing and body language
- How to handle problems (e.g. stage fright, picking up the threads,...)